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1. Introduction
Throughout modern history, banks have dominated in extending illiquid credit, originating loans that reside on their books for years
or, in some cases, decades. The resulting name and segment concentration poses severe challenges for banks as credit cycles
inevitably deteriorate, exposing them to significant risk of losses. With portfolio rebalancing generally managed through new
origination, illiquidity can be crippling. Traditionally, credit risk has been managed through relationship banking; the use of stable,
long-term relationships as a corporate governance mechanism, particularly when counterparties face performance issues, has long
been standard practice (Petersen and Rajan, 1994).
The environment has shifted, however. In this chapter we explore how the combination of new market entrants, new technologies
and the (unintended) consequences of regulatory and accounting rules are driving banks to collect more data and to develop
sophisticated tools when designing ever-more robust credit portfolio strategies. We also explore how these disruptions have given
banks pause to reevaluate their pricing and market-segment focus, in some cases drastically altering the credit landscape.
We begin by looking back at the regulatory rules and their role in banks’ adopting credit portfolio management practices that
include measures such as risk-adjusted return on capital (RAROC) and return on risk-adjusted capital (RORAC). We also look at the
distinctive properties associated with these strategic measures.
We then assess how these measures perform under various traditional credit portfolio strategies using historical credit market
data. Perhaps unsurprisingly, we find that forward-looking (FL) measures, potentially those used in the International Financial
Reporting Standard 9 (IFRS 9) and Current Expected Credit Loss (CECL) processes (Levy 2019), and those that account for
concentration risk, perform best at steering portfolios away from concentrated credit losses. Next, we explore and test the
performance of newer strategies that leverage artificial intelligence (AI). These techniques show promise in further improving
performance, and they will clearly affect the evolution of credit portfolio strategies.
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2. Historical Perspective
Prior to the roll-out of Basel II in 2008, banks had little incentive to collect and maintain detailed, granular data related to credit
portfolios. Basel II required material investment in data systems and quantitative-derived credit portfolio management functions.
This change disrupted the longstanding relationship culture, introducing quantitative language into banks’ vernacular (Basel
Committee on Banking Supervision, 2006). As part of the compliance process, improved internal ratings-based systems allowed
for granularity in rating categories. The efforts required motivated banks to introduce modernized portfolio strategies, based on
decision rules that incorporated measures of expected loss and concentration, available as a by-product of the regulatory initiative.
Unfortunately, there were wide-ranging challenges. While ratings systems improved with the granular gradation of credit
categories, most credits generally fell into only a handful of categories. These ratings systems also had relatively infrequent review
cycles, barring observed and identified deterioration in an asset’s value. To compound the lack of credit differentiation, and in an
effort to ensure stability, the internal ratings-based approach introduced measures that allowed (and in some cases required) their
design to be Through-the-Cycle (TTC). The intent was for banks to develop slow-moving credit measures, so as not to introduce
overly reactive practices that would disrupt lending and potentially impede broader economic stability. The unintended
consequence was that banks steered away from using FL techniques, and instead continued to rely upon backward-looking measures.
Despite these shortcomings, banks adopted portfolio strategies that leveraged these new measures as either RAROC (parameterized
with, say, TTC default probabilities when describing expected loss and regulatory capital as the risk measure that did not account
for name or segment concentration) or RORAC (also parameterized with TTC default probabilities when describing expected loss
and economic capital as the risk measure that accounted for concentration, but not in a way that recognized the current state of
the credit cycle). Accounting for risk concentrations generated from deteriorated segments was limited, given the slow-moving
nature of credit measures. In other words, both RAROC and RORAC, parameterized with TTC measures, incentivized overconcentrated lending in deteriorated segments. This common practice across the banking sector contributed to the observed
overextension of credit to segments that ultimately deflated, and inevitably resulted in the banking sector experiencing
concentrated losses.
Exclusive reliance on TTC measures changed with the inception of annual stress tests conducted by the U.S. Federal Reserve and
the Supervisory Capital Assessment Program (SCAP) in 2009 (these transitioned to the Comprehensive Capital Analysis and
Review (CCAR) and Dodd–Frank Act stress test exercises in 2010; see Federal Reserve Board (2019)), designed to assess capital
adequacy (Clark and Ryu, 2015). The tests required increasingly comprehensive and granular data systems that transcended the
entire organization, and led to models that described balance-sheet dynamics along forward projections. With grave consequences
of failure — including limits to dividend policy — senior management found themselves entrenched in the process, adopting
vernacular that referenced both TTC and FL measures.
While they were an important catalyst in adopting FL measures, the increased regulatory burdens following the Great Recession
and related CCAR compliance overwhelmed and distracted financial institutions. It took years for organizations to manage the
requirements and to leverage the data and models for business applications.
Meanwhile, the challenges resulting from the development of Basel 2.5 in 2009 until its initial roll out in 2012, the ever-pending
Basel III and, finally, Basel IV, forced institutions to increasingly focus on regulatory compliance. 1 Margins fell due to regulatory
constraints that limited the affordable, low-cost leverage that banks rely on. Regulatory-constrained organizations (most banks)
focused almost entirely on managing to regulatory requirements (Pepe , 2013). We saw a shift in credit portfolio strategies to ones
that relied on regulatory capital-driven RAROC models with limited or no consideration for concentration. Almost simultaneously,
a number of unrelated agents acted to offset the regulatory focus, accelerating the trend towards increased precision and
sophistication in credit portfolio measurement and management.
Initially, in response to the “too-little, too-late” loan loss reserves problem during the Great Recession, accounting standard setters
shifted how banks provision against loan loss due to default towards measures based on expected credit losses (ECL). Calculating
ECL under IFRS 9 and CECL is a momentous accounting change for banks, with the new standards coming into effect sometime
between 2018 and 2021, depending on jurisdiction. 2 Firms must base their ECL measurements on reasonable and supportable
information, which includes historical, current and forecasted details). While CCAR-compliant institutions were already familiar
with the notion of FL credit measures, the ECL requirement forced a cultural shift for institutions in the Asia-Pacific countries and
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For a useful summary of on the role of multiple regulatory constraints in the Basel III framework, see the “Survey on Challenges Banks Face in Implementing
Basel III,” BCBS Working Paper #35, March 2019.
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Additional changes to impairment models under U.S. GAAP are covered under FASB ASU 2016-13 Topic 326, Measurement of Credit Losses on Financial
Instruments, https://www.fasb.org/jsp/FASB/Document_C/DocumentPage?cid=1176168232528&acceptedDisclaimer=true, June 2016.
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Europe, the Middle East and Africa, and smaller U.S. organizations. With impairment feeding into earnings and reported in financial
statements, the cultural shift will now permeate the whole institution.
This sensitivity of banks’ impairment and earnings to changes in credit quality has intensified through the requirement that ECL
calculations are updated to recognize and measure impairments in loans and receivables classified under “amortized cost” or “fair
value through other comprehensive income” (under IFRS 9) in each reporting period. This requirement generally covers most banking
assets intended to be held until their maturity, and it is a stark departure from incurred loss and relatively infrequent credit review
cycles.
We have also seen a shift towards a more granular (in some cases instrument-level) ECL calculation, as recognized by the UK
Prudential Regulation Authority (Saporta 2019). Incurred loss is inherently a pooling approach. Under IFRS 9 in particular, staging,
and thus impairment, requires a much higher level of granularity. This shift in granularity has been reinforced in Europe by the
requirement that institutions ensure all material risks are identified and effectively managed in an FL manner, according to the
Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process (European Central Bank 2018). Institutions must consider in their forward-looking
capital adequacy assessments any risks and any concentrations within and between those risks. Additionally, UK regulators are
pushing for institutions to better incorporate risks into ECL models, with less reliance upon model overlays to capture risk and
uncertainty (Saporta 2019). The availability of granular, credit-quality outlooks transforms the possible set of analyses and tools
banks can leverage for credit portfolio management.
The sensitivity of impairment to changes in credit quality results in a more pronounced manifestation of concentration effects,
driving earnings to exhibit a higher level of volatility (Levy et al, 2016). Deterioration in a segment’s credit environment can result
in a material swing in impairment, as a concentrated set of instruments are reclassified under IFRS 9 Stage 2, resulting in the “cliff
effect”, i.e., the significant increase in loss allowance that represents the difference between the portion that was recognized
previously and the lifetime ECLs. Meanwhile, under CECL, impairment is always a lifetime measure, and its variation can be
material in comparison to incurred loss. These dynamics have incentivized organizations to consider portfolio models that recognize
these sensitivities, so they can better understand the concentration risks in their portfolios. A major concern remains the market’s
perception of increased volatility and the resulting impact on equity valuation (Levy et al, 2019). With earnings possibly being the
key performance metric, it is understandable that IFRS 9 and CECL measures influence credit portfolio design.
To get a sense of the difference between FL and TTC measures, Figure 1 maps out the average one-year default probability for an
overlapping sample of Moody’s rated U.S. firms and firms with a Moody’s EDF™ (Expected Default Frequency) credit measure.
While there are a wide range of approaches for measuring a TTC credit measure, the Moody’s rating coupled with the idealized default
rate is one of the most common. Similarly, the EDF measure is a commonly used FL measure. The dramatic increase in the average,
one-year FL probability of default (PD) in the tech-telecom downturn and Great Recession is not nearly as pronounced under the
TTC measure.
Figure 1

Forward-looking versus Through-the-Cycle probabilities of default.

When compared with actual corporate default rates, depicted in Figure 2, it is clear that the FL measures indeed capture the credit
environment.
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Figure 2

Default Rates — A point of reference.

This trait is particularly relevant within the context of credit portfolio monitoring and management. Figure 3 depicts the average FL
measures segmented across financial institutions and non-financial institutions. If we use these FL measures, the portfolio
steers aggressively away from non-financial institutions during the tech-telecom downturn and away from financials at the onslaught
of the Great Recession, clearly not in the same way that a TTC measure would have the organization move. This finding is something
that will be explored more formally in the next section.
Figure 3

Forward-looking measures lend themselves to better decision-making.

The second primary agent that offset the regulatory focus was the proliferation of new tools and techniques that leverage much
larger, less-traditional data sets. Banks use these to build increasingly accurate credit models. The entrance of fintech firms into
banking was a motivation for banks to leverage less-traditional data sets in order to compete in the market, accelerating their use
of granular data and FL models, in particular, as they adopt new technologies to design relevant portfolio strategies. Jacobo and
Weinstein (2019) highlight how new market players have effectively entered the illiquid credit market — a market traditionally
limited to banks.
In the remainder of this paper, we first assess the performance of traditional credit portfolio strategies. These strategies highlight
the incentives and consequences of regulatory and accounting rules faced by banks and the resulting market gaps that may be
created for new market entrants. We then explore the performance of the next generation of strategies that leverage AI.
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3. The Evolution and Performance of Credit Portfolio Strategies
This section explores the wide-range of factors that drive banks’ incentives when considering credit origination strategies. We
begin with the approaches to portfolio management traditionally applied in liquid markets, highlighting refinements needed for
them to be applicable to illiquid credit. Our analysis incorporates unique aspects of regulatory constraints and accounting rules
that can have material implications for techniques and portfolio performance. We also discuss new tools and techniques that
leverage much larger, less-traditional data sets that can be used to design more robust strategies.
Applications of modern portfolio theory to banking
Since the introduction of modern portfolio theory, variants of mean–variance optimization strategies have been applied
successfully across a wide range of asset markets (Markowitz, 1952). Credit (and illiquid credit in particular) is different. Banks face
a plethora of regulatory rules that limit their ability to leverage and accounting rules that require reporting earnings in a way that
deviates from fair value, resulting in incentives to design portfolio strategies that are otherwise suboptimal.
Below, we quantify various accounting and regulatory factors that can be incorporated into modern portfolio theory, allowing it to
be more applicable within a banking context. In some cases, we reference formalized objective functions and strategic metrics
(e.g., risk-based pricing) that align with the measures against which a financial institution’s performance is ultimately judged. We
begin by exploring RAROC and RORAC measures and the impact that FL and TTC measures have on performance. We then
explore integrating regulatory constraints and economic risks in a unifying pricing framework while considering the implications of
provisions.
Regulatory requirements and Basel incentives: TTC measures and concentration
As discussed, Basel II incentivizes organizations to adopt TTC measures, given their need to address Pillar 2 advanced internal
ratings-based (A-IRB) approach requirements. Faced with an overwhelming number of binding constraints, organizations have
prioritized regulatory metrics such as RAROC over risk-based metrics, such as RORAC in day-to-day operations. 3
Our first case study explores the impact of concentration on pricing by comparing RAROC and RORAC strategies, parameterized
using TTC and FL measures.
RAROC and RORAC: implications of TTC measures and concentration.
We compare strategies defined by four performance measures.
1. TTC RAROC: expected loss parameterized with TTC PDs.
2. FL RAROC: expected loss parameterized with FL PDs.
3. TTC RORAC: expected loss and earnings-at-risk (EaR) (as a measure of economic capital) parameterized with TTC PDs.
4. FL RORAC: expected loss and EaR (as a measure of economic capital) parameterized with FL PDs.
The starting portfolios (in 2000) under each strategy are identical. In each subsequent period, funds from matured loans, amounts
recovered from defaulted loans and interest income are allocated to newly originated loan segments that achieve the highest
overall portfolio performance measures. Notional limits are set at 10% of total portfolio to ensure concentration-insensitive
strategies (i.e., RAROC) produce realistic concentration levels.
Parts (a) and (b) of Figure 4 depict earnings performance, measured as the realized ratio of return-to-risk, of each strategy for the
European sample under an IFRS 9 lens and a U.S. sample under a CECL lens, respectively. Gains and losses are recognized with
realized defaults and credit migration affecting provisions that feed into earnings. Provisions are lifetime under CECL, and one year
for Stage 1 and lifetime for Stage 2 under IFRS 9. Each sample represents corporate entities in that geographic footprint with a
Moody’s rating and an EDF value.
While no measure is perfect, with losses realized across strategies, FL measures that account for concentration perform best on
average; FL RORAC measures have the highest earnings-to-risk ratio (Table 1). We observe a material improvement in
performance when RAROC is measured using FL measures, as well as the challenges the TTC measure broadly experiences,
resulting in over-investment in deteriorated segments.
3
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Figure 4

Performance of RAROC and RORAC TTC and FL strategies under (a) IFRS 9 and (b) CECL.

From a bank’s perspective, the benefits of using FL measures, possibly derived from CECL and IFRS 9 models, should be clear — the
portfolio should be managed to the metrics the market judges the bank against. This said, the measures incentivize a shift towards
certain segments and away from others. As an example, Figure 5 highlights that, under an IFRS 9 RORAC lens, banks should target
longer maturity assets compared with RAROC (for both TTC and FL). The dynamic represents the muting effect IFRS 9 Stage 1 has
on migration risk; one-year ECL will not reflect the full sensitivity of the maturity to possible changes in credit quality, when
compared against the maturity adjustment under Basel III A-IRB.
TABLE 1

Realized excess return/risk for RAROC and RORAC TTC and FL strategies under IFRS 9 and CECL (see Figure 4)

Realized Excess Return/Risk

Figure 5

TTC RAROC

Forward-Looking
RAROC

TTC RORAC

Forward-Looking
RORAC

0.28

0.38

0.40

0.62

Portfolio maturity under IFRS 9 RAROC and RORAC.

Under CECL, lifetime ECL motivates banks to target a lower maturity than under IFRS 9, all else being equal — the point being
equilibrium forces will result in relative pricing of assets to conform to the risks impacted by the accounting regime. Alternatively,
lenders less affected by the rules will be incentivized to enter markets priced too richly. At the time of writing, this sort of dynamic
was playing out in a number of markets, including LendingClub’s consumer lending activities, which have penetrated areas
underserved by traditional banks (Jagtiani and Lemieux, 2018). Other examples include the use of lending vehicles, such as
structured products, that facilitate risk mitigation by limiting the likelihood of Stage 2 migration risk; a high-quality tranche
classified under Stage 1 can be held with an underlying collateral pool classified under Stage 2 (Maggi et al, 2017).
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4. Regulatory Constraints and the Impact of Provisions on Capital Deployment
Recognizing that FL RORAC measures allow banks to originate loans in a way that better diversifies a portfolio and more
effectively uses current information to avoid deteriorating credit, we now explore more formally how constraining regulatory
capital ought to enter into pricing.
In a classic risk management setting, credit portfolio risk focuses entirely on economic measures reflecting diversification,
concentration and other economic risks. In a constrained regulatory capital environment, it is clear that economic measures (such
as economic capital (EC)) alone are insufficient when making credit portfolio management decisions. Levy et al (2012) proposed a
unified decision measure that incorporates regulatory capital requirements into the traditional economic framework underpinning
economic value added and RORAC-style business decision measures. Since then, a number of advances have been made, including
accounting for loss recognition in portfolio optimization. Levy and Xu (2017) introduce a composite capital measure that
integrates economic and regulatory capital along with loss accounting, which can be used to optimize formally the risk–return
performance of a portfolio while adhering to regulatory requirements. They observe that, barring offsets, provisions serve the same
purpose as capital: a reserve against potential future losses. From a decision-metric perspective, loss allowance can be viewed as
an additional capital requirement. An increase in loss allowance decreases earnings, which, in turn, reduces available capital. Their
model distinguishes between two separate effects that allowance has on setting a target capital level:
1.
2.

the impact that allowance has on an institution’s current capital surplus, and
the impact allowance has on capital surplus dynamics, and the additional capital surplus needed to limit the likelihood
an organization’s regulatory minimum is violated on future dates.

An additional dynamic recognized in Levy et al (2019) is the effect that provisions have in delaying earnings. This trait is
particularly relevant for long-dated assets under IFRS 9 Stage 2 and CECL and high interest rate environments.
Figure 6

Regulatory (Basel III A-IRB), effective and economic capital.

Our next case study explores the impact of incorporating provisions on effective regulatory capital, and the effect provisions have
on the time value of earnings.
Provisions and effective capital requirements
Figure 6 compares Basel III A-IRB effective capital and FL economic capital (measured as EaR) for our European sample.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, given the use of TTC measures, the cyclicality of regulatory capital is muted substantially compared with, say,
the cyclicality of defaults as depicted in Figure 2. Note that while effective capital under CECL exhibits a higher level of cyclicality,
it is by no means as cyclical as FL EC. As highlighted in Levy et al (2019) — and referencing Figure 3, which demonstrates the
difference in how FL measures differ across sectors — the impact of using these adjusted FL measures in pricing materially improves
the deployment of capital and risk.
We now explore how the time value of provisions might affect pricing under two (relatively extreme) interest rate regimes. Longerdated assets under CECL or those in, or close to, IFRS 9 Stage 2 are the most affected when interest rates are high. To get a sense of
9
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how effective setting aside large provisions becomes, Figure 7 presents the one-year expected excess return on the x-axis, and the
expected excess return adjusted for the time value of provisions on y-axis. Part (a) represents the high interest rate environment in
the early 2000s, where the impact could be material, particularly for loans maturing in more than four years. The impact under the
2017 environment shown in part (b) is not as dramatic, but still material. To summaries, we have explored approaches to
integrating regulatory requirements and economic risk in pricing, and have demonstrated, using case studies, how provisions enter
into pricing through effective capital requirements, as well as through returns and the time value of earnings. As highlighted in
these case studies, the effects change the relative pricing of assets and may incentivize new entrants, as well as the marketplace,
to develop as equilibrium forces the gaps in the market to be filled.
Figure 7
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5. The Next Generation of Portfolio Management Tools: Transcending Mean-Variance
With the increased data availability, maturity of AI techniques, cloud technology and the entry of fintech players, credit portfolio
managers have quickly adopted AI technologies. For example, Dwyer (2017) shows that an AI model using a borrower’s behavioral
and financial information to predict PD significantly improves model accuracy compared with a traditional model that leverages
only financial statement information. Bacham and Zhao (2017) examine the effectiveness of using various AI methods in credit risk
modeling and find that AI methods provide a better fit for the non-linear relationships between explanatory variables and default
risk.
Note, the application of AI not only introduces new and potentially better modeling techniques, but also brings about risks and
challenges. As Dwyer (2017) points out, a common risk with AI, due to the lack of supporting economic theories, is that the model
may predict spurious relationships that tend to break down out-of-sample, resulting in unrealistic asset allocation strategies. To
address this issue, it is important to bring certain economic structures into the model. In addition, as highlighted by Babel et al
(2019), new elements must be added to AI model validation, such as model interpretability and hyper-parameter tuning. With
these risks and challenges associated with AI models in mind, in the next section we explore an application of AI to demonstrate
the power these modelling techniques can have in improving portfolio performance. 4
The approach identifies optimized loan origination by leveraging borrower and contractual characteristics directly, rather than
through the development of intermediate models such as PD, LGD, and correlations, while, under a traditional mean–variance
optimization framework, the optimal asset allocation is based on an estimated FL variant of a RAROC measure, which is limited by
the accuracy of these models.
Another shortcoming of the mean–variance framework is the general use of a series of single-period optimization exercises. In
reality, the objective of portfolio managers is long term, and they should recognize the illiquid nature of credit and the
implications for how portfolio composition changes over time. Additionally, by its very nature, the mean–variance framework
assumes stakeholders rank order risk based on standard deviation.
In reality, an institution’s risk preferences are much more complex, and often focus on various quantiles of loss (i.e., value-at-risk)
or loss during economic downturns.
There are challenges leveraging AI to directly identify optimized origination strategies; significantly, a large amount of data is
needed to train the algorithm. While time series of loan-level data representing an organization’s credit footprint can be limited,
techniques such as generating synthetic portfolios using bootstrapping methods can alleviate the problem. External benchmark
data, such as Moody’s Data Alliance loan-level data, can be used as a complement, allowing for a richer exploratory analysis and
performance assessment across a broader set of strategies and markets. 5
For ease of exposition, we present a case study that leverages these techniques in constructing a single portfolio, focusing on
lifetime performance.
An AI approach to portfolio selection
We begin by creating a large number of synthetic portfolios by allocating funds randomly, keeping track of realized performance
over time. We require access to individual loan and borrower characteristics, along with the time of default.
Next, we identify an objective function. In the mean–variance optimization case, we identify a set of instrument weights to
minimize ex ante earnings volatility, given a target level of expected earnings. Similarly, the AI algorithm can be designed to
identify the optimized portfolio based on the impact of observed characteristics on performance. As with traditional approaches, we
must recognize the limitation that optimal weights are based on historically observed characteristics and performance.
We introduce the following AI algorithm:
1. Collect data covering 1,000 large, non-financial, corporate counterparties, spanning 2005–2017.
2. Categorize counterparties into 61 industries.
3. Generate 2,000 synthetic portfolios by randomly allocating $1 billion USD across the 1,000 counterparties in the
4

Although powerful, these modelling techniques come with their own challenges. Proudman (2019) highlights the challenges in adopting technologies due to the lack of data,
infrastructure and trust in the models. He also highlights risks due to difficulties in identifying problems caused by incorrect assumptions behind the models.

5
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beginning of 2005. By design, not all counterparties are necessarily assigned a positive amount in a portfolio. For
example, in some portfolios, the entire $1 billion USD is allocated to less than 100 counterparties. Which counterparties
among the 1,000 receive the allocation is randomly determined. In addition, we assume that there is a fixed origination
cost of $1,000 USD associated with each counterparty with a positive allocation.
4. Establish earnings (constituting default loss and interest income). 6
5. Calculate the notional, weighted-average financial statement information and contractual
characteristics (maturity, coupon rate, etc.) for each portfolio, along with a proxy for portfolio
concentration. 7
6. Finally, conduct a set of neural network (NN) analyses to identify the ideal combination of
characteristics.
Figure 8

Sharpe ratio versus leverage ratio.

We begin by visualizing the relationship between portfolio performance and each characteristic in our NN. Each point in Figure 8
represents average leverage for each portfolio against the portfolio’s annualized earnings Sharpe ratio from 2005−2017. The
Sharpe ratio is a concave function of leverage, indicating an “optimal” level of portfolio riskiness, similar to that implied by a
typical portfolio’s efficient frontier.
The relationship between the coupon rate and the Sharpe ratio is also non-monotonic. Figure 9 demonstrates the concave
relationship between the portfolio’s Sharpe ratio and the coupon rate, peaking at roughly 6%; instruments with higher coupons
are also riskier, which offsets the positive impact of larger coupons.

6

In addition, a flat origination expense is associated with the origination of each loan with a positive allocation.

7

The leverage ratio of an instrument is defined as the ratio of equity to total liability of the underlying borrower. The portfolio leverage ratio is defined as the ratio of the notional
weighted sum of equity to the notional weighted sum of total liabilities. In practice, a wider set of variables, possibly sub-portfolio or borrower level, would be used.
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Figure 9

Sharpe ratio versus coupon rate.

Figure 10 Sharpe ratio versus sector concentration.

Figure 10 highlights the relationship between sector concentration (measured as the percentage of loans with holding greater than
5% of the portfolio total) and the Sharpe ratio. Similar to leverage and coupon information, we find a non-monotonic relationship
between the sector concentration and Sharpe ratio. At first glance, this pattern may seem a bit unexpected; as we reduce
concentration risk in the portfolio, we generally expect the portfolio risk–return trade-off to improve. However, a more diversified
portfolio would also incur higher origination expenses; at some point the marginal benefit of further diversification is offset by
lower expenses, decreasing portfolio performance.
13
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To achieve the optimal portfolio, we now explore the multi-characteristic relationship with portfolio performance, given the known
confounding effects characteristics have on one another. To capture non-linear relationships, as well as the impact of interactions
between different portfolio characteristics on performance, we estimate a two-layer NN model to predict the historical portfolio
Sharpe ratio using the portfolio leverage ratio, coupon rate and sector concentration as features. Figure 11 depicts the NN model
structure. This particular NN model can be regarded as a non-linear regression that uses portfolio characteristics to predict
portfolio performance. Specifically, the features in the input layer are the explanatory variables that describe the portfolio
characteristics, while the output layer (portfolio Sharpe ratio) is the dependent variable that describes portfolio performance.
Figure 11 Neural network model structure.

With such an NN model, an institution can explore target portfolios and obtain a view on performance. For example, we can
compare five different portfolio strategies:
Strategy 1: portfolio with high leverage ratio, high coupon and high concentration.
Strategy 2: portfolio with medium leverage ratio, medium coupon and medium concentration.
Strategy 3: portfolio with low leverage ratio, low coupon and low concentration.
Strategy 4: portfolio with high leverage ratio, high coupon and medium concentration.
Strategy 5: portfolio with low leverage ratio, low coupon and medium concentration.
To evaluate each of these strategies, we first quantify “high,” “medium,” and “low” according to the 90th, 50th, and 10th percentile
points on the corresponding variable’s distribution. For example, we define “high leverage ratio” as the leverage ratio equal to
0.899, equal to the 90th percentile of the leverage ratio distribution of all the portfolios created. We then use the estimated NN
model to predict the expected Sharpe ratios of the five portfolios. Table 2 reports our results. In this case, the model predicts that
strategy 2 creates the best performance, on average.
If we compare the portfolio performance of each strategy during a downturn economic scenario, we can re-estimate the NN over
the crisis period, say from 2008−2010, instead of 2005−2017. In this case, we find that Strategy 5 performs the best.
Our key take-away: we can obtain portfolio performance estimates and manage portfolios without relying overly on intermediate
models such as PD and correlation. 8 All we require are historical borrower level data, including default time, and a robust AI
algorithm.

8

In our example, an LGD model is still necessary, since we only have borrower-level rather than loan-level data. If loan-level data were available, including the collateral level and
recovery amount associated with each loan, even an LGD model would not be necessary.
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TABLE 2

Predicting portfolio performance
Strategy

Leverage Ratio

Coupon Rate

Concentration

1
2
3
4
5

0.899
0.522
0.144
0.899
0.144

0.090
0.050
0.014
0.090
0.014

0.705
0.402
0.100
0.402
0.402

Predicted Sharpe Ratio
on Average
0.24
0.71
0.47
0.56
0.47

Predicted Sharpe Ratio
During Crisis
0.10
0.34
0.35
0.21
0.36

Conclusions
As lending markets evolve and respond to regulatory and accounting requirements, new technologies and competition are forcing
banks to take pause and evaluate their credit portfolio management practices. Banks are increasingly attuned to FL measures,
concentration effects and regulatory constraints as they:
»

manage portfolios to perform against earnings — being sensitive to provisions under IFRS 9 and CECL — and key
performance metrics that the banks are judged against,

»

manage volatility and concentration risks in earnings that will manifest in a more pronounced way under CECL and IFRS
9, given the intended sensitivity of provisions to deterioration in the credit environment,

»

design credit portfolio measures to manage these risks while adhering to regulatory constraints.

Ironically, FL IFRS 9 and CECL models lend themselves to credit portfolio management when addressing some of the disruptions.
Ultimately, the availability of new data and technologies will enable increasingly sophisticated AI approaches in the design of ever
more robust strategies.
Undoubtedly, banks will price some market segments to a point where new entrants and markets will form to fill the void. The
extent to which this will manifest, and the degree to which these new sources will be a stable source of funding has yet to be seen.
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